Meeting was called to order by Dennis Littleton, K4DL at 3:00 pm. He commented on the very low turnout at the Mobile Hamfest. The 2019 meeting at Huntsville Hamfest will be the next meeting where elections are held. ARC had new, frequency lists available for purchase for $5.00

Vice President Report, Grady Evans, W4GLE
Grady spoke of the Brewton area now being covered by a DStar in the Florida area. They are working on a DMR machine in the Fayette area, that will be on air soon.

Secretary / Treasurer Report, Kirk Junkin, N4KRJ
There was no business conducted at Mobile; no minutes to submit.
Current financial statements presented: Checking $2836.56 Savings $5789.13

Frequency Coordinator Report, Howard Grant, K4WWN
Howard gave this report, as attached to the minutes.

Directors Reports:
- Dennis Duren – Currently working on linking repeaters in their area, as well as getting a repeater on air in the Demopolis area 146.64 MHz
- Tommy Golden – working on several projects in the area.
- Bill Rogers – Working with north Alabama repeaters to link systems together across Lauderdale County.
- Ralf Hogan – Working on some 900 MHz projects as well as a split-site 6 meter system
- Kris Kirby – nothing to report from the area.
- Freddie O’Neal – some repeaters in the mobile area offline due to lightning
- Doug Jackson - nothing to report from the area.

Meeting adjourned at 4:00 pm

Submitted, Kirk Junkin, N4KRJ